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Non-homogeneous dynamic Bayesian networks
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regulatory networks with gradually time-varying
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Abstract The proper functioning of any living cell relies on complex networks of gene
regulation. These regulatory interactions are not static but respond to changes in the envi-
ronment and evolve during the life cycle of an organism. A challenging objective in com-
putational systems biology is to infer these time-varying gene regulatory networks from
typically short time series of transcriptional profiles. While homogeneous models, like con-
ventional dynamic Bayesian networks, lack the flexibility to succeed in this task, fully flexi-
ble models suffer from inflated inference uncertainty due to the limited amount of available
data. In the present paper we explore a semi-flexible model based on a piecewise homo-
geneous dynamic Bayesian network regularized by gene-specific inter-segment information
sharing. We explore different choices of prior distribution and information coupling and
evaluate their performance on synthetic data. We apply our method to gene expression time
series obtained during the life cycle of Drosophila melanogaster, and compare the predicted
segmentation with other state-of-the-art techniques. We conclude our evaluation with an ap-
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Software: R code for all models described in this paper is available from
http://www.bioss.ac.uk/students/frankd.html, and will be made available as an R package on the
Comprehensive R Archive Network (CRAN) in the near future.
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